Burn: Blood of the Alpha, Part Two: A Wolf Shifter Paranormal
Romance

A wolf shifter and a vampire--no one
expects them to survive three days
together. In fact, it would make things
easier for a lot of people if they tried to kill
each other. Fortunately, vampire Sabrina
Gray isnt very good at taking orders. West
Blackwell walked away from Dark Legacy
pack a year ago when the alpha stood by
and allowed his brother to be murdered.
Now the pack needs him to play a role in a
deadly game with the Vampire Hordeone
that will risk not only his life, but his heart,
as well. Sabrina Gray should have died the
night a vampires fangs sank into her neck.
Instead of dying, she turned into something
impossiblea shifter turned vampire.
Shunned by the Horde, shes offered to the
werewolves as a very expendable
sacrificial victim. Can love defeat evil? Or
will the powers that be destroy them?
BURN is the second of four parts in the
Blood of the Alpha serial.
All the
individual episodes will be available in
Kindle Unlimited. The box set containing
all four parts releases May 20, 2015.
Contains strong language and sexual
themes that might make you blush and is
intended for readers over the age of 18.
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